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Policies 
 

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance 
 

A Commitment is issued to a proposed buyer or lender preliminary to the issuance of a 
policy of title insurance. The Commitment is an agreement by the insurer to issue its 
policy on the terms agreed to in the Commitment. However, the Commitment is not a 
title report or abstract of title. 
 
Schedule A of the Commitment identifies the type of policy or policies to be issued; 
describes the land to be insured; and designates the vested owner of the land. 
 
Schedule B of the Commitment has two Sections. 
 
Section I sets forth certain requirements that must be satisfied by the proposed insured 
before a policy may be issued. Included is the requirement that documents be delivered 
creating the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured. 
 
Section II sets forth those defects, liens and encumbrances which the insurer has 
determined to affect title and which the insurer is unwilling to insure against. It is then 
the obligation of the proposed insured to obtain a satisfactory release or eliminate those 
matters which the proposed insured does not wish to appear as an exception to coverage 
in the policy. 
 
A commitment for title insurance shall be effective for six months. The Company may 
issue a written endorsement extending the effective period of the commitment provided 
that: 

1. A request for extension is received prior to expiration of the 
commitment. 

2. The extension is for no more than six months. 
3. The effective date of the commitment remains unchanged. 
4. The commitment may not be extended for a total period of more 

than two years. 
 
A commitment should only be issued when the issuance of a policy is anticipated. It 
should not be used to provide a legal opinion only. 
 

Rate: There is no charge for a commitment. 

Forms 

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance 2006 
Schedule A 
Schedule B-1 
Schedule B-2 
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ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance 2006 Form 
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Schedule A 
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Schedule B-1 
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Schedule B-2 
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ALTA Short Form Commitment  
 
This Commitment may be used when you commit to issue a Short Form Residential Loan 
Policy or Short Form Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy. It incorporates the 
terms of the ALTA Title Insurance Commitment (10/6/82).  By agreeing to issue the 
Short Form Loan Policy, this commitment incorporates the standard Schedule B 
exceptions of such policy, and avoids any need to refer to subdivision restrictions, 
minerals or easements, unless they would be shown in an Addendum to the Short Form 
Loan Policy.  Although this commitment is designed to refer not only to Short Form Loan 
Policies, but also to Owner's Policies, issuance of this Commitment should be limited to 
Short Form Loan Policies only. The Commitment requires the attachment of the full 1982 
Commitment if it commits to issuance of an Owner's Policy and requires specific 
reference to minerals, restrictions and easements if an Owner's Policy will be issued. 
 

Underwriting Guidelines 
The underwriting requirements are as follows: 

1. Issue only if the land is one-to-four family residential property. 
2. Do not issue this Commitment if you are committing to issue an Owner's Policy; 

instead issue your regular Commitment. 
3. Paragraph 4 of Schedule A should show both the Property Address (if then 

known) and the Legal Description. 
4. Schedule B should show any existing liens that are to be paid and released. 
5. You do not need to add a Schedule B - Section II, unless you will insure a 

subordinate mortgage (in which case the superior mortgage should be shown in 
Schedule B - Section II) or unless your examination discloses a matter other than 
your normal restrictions, minerals and easements and that matter would be shown 
as an exception in the Addendum to the Short Form Loan Policy according to our 
applicable guidelines. 
 

Rate: Zero 

Forms  
ALTA Short Form Commitment 2004 

Schedule B 
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ALTA Short Form Commitment 2004 
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Schedule B 
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Owner's Policy—Original Issue 
 
An owner's policy, insuring an estate or interest in land, will not be issued for less than 
the Full Value of the Land, as defined herein.  
 
The rate for an original owner’s policy shall be as follows: 
 

Liability Premium 
From To (per $1,000 of liability) 
Up to and including $12,000 $100 
$12,001 $50,000 add $5.40 
$50,001 $100,000 add $ 4.80 
$100,001 $500,000 add $ 4.50 
$500,001 $1,000,000 add $3.60 
$1,000,001 $2,000,000 add $3.00 
$2,000,001 $10,000,000 add $2.70 
$10,000,001 $15,000,000 add $2.40 
$15,000,001 $25,000,000 add $2.10 
$25,000,001 $35,000,000 add $1.80 
$35,000,001 And above $1.50 

 
NOTE: BE SURE TO CHECK IF THE POLICY BEING ISSUED IS ALLOWED 

REISSUE CREDIT. 
Louisiana Statute requires notice be given to purchasers on transactions where an 
Owner’s Policy is not being requested and a Mortgagee’s policy will be issued. It is 
required that you use the Stewart Title Guaranty form approved by the Department of 
Insurance and retain it in your file for at least three years.  See link under References 
below. 

An Owner’s Policy is issued to the buyer of an estate or interest in land. The buyer is 
named as the insured and the policy states that title is vested in the insured buyer. The 
policy also excepts to those defects, liens and encumbrances which in the judgment of the 
insurer should appear in the policy. The policy is not a report or abstract of title. Instead, 
the buyer is indemnified against loss or damage should matters exist which are not shown 
in the policy. 

The insuring provisions of the policy are broad. However, their coverage is limited by the 
Exceptions in Schedule B, the Exclusions and by the Conditions and Stipulations 
contained in the policy. 
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The new ALTA Owners Policy O-9301 is the basic owner’s policy issued by Stewart 
Title Guaranty.  Changes include:  

• The 2006 Policies contain defined terms that also are used in new endorsements: 
Amount of Insurance, Date of Policy, Entity, Indebtedness, Insured, Insured 
Claimant, Insured Mortgage, Knowledge, Land, Mortgage, Public Records, Title, 
and Unmarketable Title.  

• Schedule A of the 2006 Owner's Policy contains the phrase "Address Reference." 
You may fill this in, delete it, or say N/A. 

• The Exclusions no longer have what were considered to be insuring or carve out 
provisions that could be construed as providing insurance. Those carve outs 
appear in "Covered Risks." 

• The insuring provisions are now "Covered Risks." 

• Covered Risks in the 2006 Owner's Policy cover Electronic Transactions, such as 
failure to comply with requirements to create documents electronically and failure 
to properly record a document electronically. 

• Covered Risk 2(b) in the 2006 Owner's Policy insures against loss because of:  

"The lien of real estate taxes or assessments imposed on the Title by a 
governmental authority due and payable, but unpaid." 

You should be satisfied that taxes and assessments are not yet due and payable, or 
add the following at the end of your tax exception: 

"These taxes and assessments are due and payable." 

You may continue to note in Schedule B that excepted taxes are not yet due and 
payable, if requested by the insured. 

• Covered Risk 2(c) in the 2006 Owner's Policy insures survey matters, by insuring 
against loss because of:  

"Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse 
circumstance affecting the Title that would be disclosed by an accurate and 
complete land survey of the Land. The term "encroachment" includes 
encroachments of existing improvements located on the Land onto adjoining 
land, and encroachments onto the Land of existing improvements located on 
adjoining land." 

Our survey requirements do not change. If we are not willing to provide survey 
coverage, we should include a survey exception, such as the following: 

"Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse 
circumstance that would be disclosed by an accurate and complete land 
survey of the Land." 
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• Covered Risks 5, 6, and 7 of the 2006 Owner's Policy insure against notices of 
governmental enforcement, notices of legal violation and notices of eminent 
domain proceedings that are recorded in the Public Records. You should except to 
a recorded notice of governmental violation (such as zoning, subdivision, 
environmental) or notice of eminent domain proceeding filed by any person. Do 
not remove as an exception because of a release unless you receive approval from 
underwriting personnel. 

• Covered Risk 9 of the 2006 Owner's Policy provides creditors' rights coverage 
because of prior fraudulent transfers and ineffective or delayed recording. The 
Policy remains subject to creditors' rights exclusions relating to the current 
transaction. Contact your underwriting personnel if you are asked to delete the 
creditors' rights exclusion or issue an ALTA 21 (Creditors' Rights) Endorsement. 

• Covered Risk 10 of the 2006 Owner's Policy provides Gap Coverage. You may 
show as your Date of Policy the date of disbursement and delivery of all 
documents. You do not need to await recording information unless the closing 
instructions require that information on the Policy. 

• The definition of "Insured" in the 2006 Owner's Policy is expanded. It includes a 
successor by conversion, certain affiliated grantees, and certain trustee grantees. 

• There is no co-insurance clause in the 2006 Owner's Policy. 

• There is no apportionment clause in the 2006 Owner's Policy. 

• The 2006 Policies clarify the arbitration clause. The Policy that is subject to 
mandatory arbitration upon request and compliance with applicable law has been 
raised from $1 million to $2 million. The rules for arbitration will be the ALTA 
Title Insurance Arbitration Rules 

 
Please reference: ALTA Homeowner’s Policy of Title Insurance. Stewart Title 
recommends that you make the ALTA Homeowners Policy of Title Insurance your 
default owners’ policy on residential improved properties. 
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Forms 

ALTA Owner’s Policy O-9301 
Schedule A 
Schedule B 

Reference 

ALTA Homeowners Policy of Title Insurance 
Notice of Availability of Owners Title Insurance 
ALTA Leasehold-Owner’s Endorsement 13 (E-9345) 

Example 
An Owner’s Policy is requested for $267,000. The rate is “per thousand,” so divide by 
1000 leaving us with 267.   

• First $12,000 cost $100.00 
• Next $38,000 (38 x $5.40) cost $205.20 
• Next $50,000 (50 x $4.80) cost $240.00 
• Last $167,000 (167 x $4.50) cost 751.50 
• All added together give a total premium of $1,296.70 
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ALTA Owner’s Policy O-9301 
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ALTA Owner’s Policy Schedule A 
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ALTA Owner’s Policy Schedule B  
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Simultaneous Issuance of Owner's and Leasehold Policies  
 
When owner's and leasehold policies covering identical land are issued simultaneously, 
the basic rate for the owner's policy shall be made, and the rate for the leasehold policy so 
simultaneously issued shall be 30% of the rate for the owner's policy. The rate for the 
amount of the leasehold policy exceeding the owner's policy is computed at the rate for 
an owner's policy. The minimum rate shall be $100 for each policy. 

Example 
An Owner’s Policy in the amount of $267,000 and a Leasehold Policy in the amount of 
$267,000 are requested. We calculate the rate for the Owners Policy as: 

• First $12,000 cost $100.00 
• Next $38,000 (38 x $5.40) cost $205.20 
• Next $50,000 (50 x $4.80) cost $240.00  
• Last $167,000 (167 x $4.50) cost 751.50 
• All added together give a total premium of $1,296.70 

Then the Leasehold policy is 30% of the Owners, or $389.01. 
 
An Owner’s Policy in the amount of $267,000 and a Leasehold Policy in the amount of 
$300,000 are requested. We calculate the rate for the Owners Policy as: 

• First $12,000 cost $100.00 
• Next $38,000 (38 x $5.40) cost $205.20 
• Next $50,000 (50 x $4.80) cost $240.00  
• Last $167,000 (167 x $4.50) cost $751.50 
• All added together give a total premium of $1,296.70 

The Leasehold Policy is 30% of the Owners, or $389.01, plus, the additional premium 
for the $33,000 in additional coverage.  Since we ended in the $101,000-$500,000 
bracket, we charge an additional 33 x $4.50 or $148.50 for a total leasehold premium of 
$537.51. 
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Simultaneous Issuance of Two Owner’s Policies 
 
When two owner's policies covering identical land are issued simultaneously to different 
insured’s, the applicable owner's rate shall apply to the policy in the larger amount and 
the rate for the other policy shall be computed at 30% of the rate for the first policy. The 
minimum rate shall be $100 for each policy. 

Example 
When a seller who did not purchase title insurance upon acquisition is selling property, 
he or she sometimes wishes to have Warranty Coverage. Purchasing an Owner’s Policy 
at the time of sale would give the seller this coverage, but the policy continues to exclude 
any loss “created, suffered, assumed or agreed to by the insured.”   
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Simultaneous Issuance of Owner's and Mortgagee's Policies 
 
 
When an owner's policy and a mortgagee's policy are issued simultaneously, bearing the 
same date, and covering the same land (or a portion thereof) but no additional land, and 
the mortgagee’s policy coverage is equal to or less than that of the owner’s policy; the 
charge for the owner’s policy shall be at the filed rate and a simultaneous issue rate of 
$100 shall be charged for the mortgagee’s. 
 
When the mortgagee’s policy coverage exceeds that of the owner’s policy, the premium 
for the owner’s policy shall be at the filed rate and the additional coverage afforded on 
the mortgagee’s policy shall be calculated using the mortgagee’s policy filed rate, plus a 
$100 simultaneous issue fee. 
 
This provision does not apply to simultaneous first and second mortgage transactions; 
but does apply to Expanded Coverage Owners and Mortgagee Policies. 

Example 1 
An Owner’s Policy is requested for $267,000 with a Mortgagee’s policy of $225,000. 
The rate is “per thousand,” so divide by 1000 leaving us with 267.   

• First $12,000 cost $100.00 
• Next $38,000 (38 x $5.40) cost $205.20 
• Next $50,000 (50 x $4.80) cost $240.00 
• Last $167,000 (167 x $4.50) cost $751.50 
• All added together give a total premium of $1,296.70 

The mortgagee’s policy would be $100.00, plus, all applicable endorsements. 

Example 2 
When a Mortgagee’s policy amount exceeds the Owners policy amount: 
Owner’s Policy Amt. $30,000.00  Owner’s Premium Rate  $197.20 
     Simultaneous Issue Rate  $100.00 
     Subtotal Premium    $297.20 
 
Loan Policy Amt.  $70,000.00  Loan Premium Rate  $331.60 
     Less Premium Rate on 
     $30,000.00   -$175.60 
     Balance Due — Loan Policy   $156.00 
      
     Total Premium Collected:   $453.20 
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Mortgagee’s Policies—Original Issue 
 
A mortgagee's policy insures title to the property securing a lien on real estate and its 
priority and cannot be issued or reissued for an amount less than the full principal debt. A 
policy can, however, be issued for an amount up to 120% of the principal debt to 
reimburse for interest, foreclosure costs, etc., and up to 150% of the principal debt on 
adjustable (variable) rate mortgages. 
 
Mortgage insurance expires with the payment or satisfaction of the mortgage described in 
the policy, except when satisfied by foreclosure or other lawful means of acquiring title 
in satisfaction of the mortgage debt. A new mortgage given to renew an old mortgage 
debt that was originally covered by insurance is a new transaction, creating new liability, 
and carries the original mortgage insurance rate, regardless of whether the debt is novated 
or not. 
 
The rates for original mortgage title insurance shall be as follows: 
 

Liability Premium 
From To (per $1,000 of liability) 
Up to and including $12,000 $100 
$12,001 $50,000 $ 4.20 
$50,001 $100,000 add $3.60 
$100,001 $500,000 add $3.30 
$500,001 $1,000,000 add $2.70 
$1,000,001 $2,000,000 add $2.40 
$2,000,001 $15,000,000 add $2.10 
$15,000,001 $25,000,000 add $1.80 
$25,000,001 $35,000,000 add $1.50 
$35,000,001 And above $1.20 

 
NOTE: BE SURE TO CHECK IF THE POLICY BEING ISSUED IS ALLOWED 

REISSUE CREDIT. 
 

The new ALTA Loan Policy M-9302 is the basic loan policy issued by Stewart Title 
Guaranty; changes include:  

• The 2006 Policies contain defined terms that also are used in new endorsements: 
Amount of Insurance, Date of Policy, Entity, Indebtedness, Insured, Insured 
Claimant, Insured Mortgage, Knowledge, Land, Mortgage, Public Records, Title, 
and Unmarketable Title.  

• Schedule A of the 2006 Loan Policy contains the phrase "Address Reference." 
You may fill this in, delete it, or say N/A. 

• Schedule A of the 2006 Loan Policy includes "Loan No." You should complete if 
you know the number. 
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• The Exclusions no longer have what were considered to be insuring or carve out 
provisions that could be construed as providing insurance. Those carve outs 
appear in "Covered Risks." 

• The insuring provisions are now "Covered Risks." 

• Schedule A of the 2006 Loan Policy incorporates, by selection, endorsements in 
optional paragraph 6. These endorsements do not have to be attached to the 
policy. You may select these endorsements by marking the appropriate boxes: 
Endorsements 4-06 (Condominium), 4.1-06 (Condominium), 5-06 (Planned Unit 
Development), 5.1-06 (Planned Unit Development), 6-06 (Variable Rate), 6.2-06 
(Variable Rate - Negative Amortization), 8.1-06 (Environmental Protection Lien), 
9-06 (Restrictions, Encroachments, Minerals), 9.3-06 (Restrictions, 
Encroachments, Minerals), 13.1-06 (Leasehold Loan), 14-06 (Future Advance - 
Priority), 14.1-06 (Future Advance - Knowledge), 14.3-06 (Future Advance - 
Reverse Mortgage), and 22-06 (Location). The Insured may continue to request 
other endorsements. 

• Covered Risks in the 2006 Loan Policy cover Electronic Transactions, such as 
failure to comply with requirements to create documents electronically and failure 
to properly record a document electronically. 

• Covered Risk 2(b) in the 2006 Loan Policy insures against loss because of:  

"The lien of real estate taxes or assessments imposed on the Title by a 
governmental authority due and payable, but unpaid." 

You should be satisfied that taxes and assessments are not yet due and payable, or 
add the following at the end of your tax exception: 

"These taxes and assessments are due and payable." 

You may continue to note in Schedule B that excepted taxes are not yet due and 
payable, if requested by the insured. 

• Covered Risk 2(c) in the 2006 Loan Policy insures survey matters, by insuring 
against loss because of:  

"Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse 
circumstance affecting the Title that would be disclosed by an accurate and 
complete land survey of the Land. The term "encroachment" includes 
encroachments of existing improvements located on the Land onto adjoining 
land, and encroachments onto the Land of existing improvements located on 
adjoining land." 

Our survey requirements do not change. If we are not willing to provide survey 
coverage, we should include a survey exception, such as the following: 
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"Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse 
circumstance that would be disclosed by an accurate and complete land 
survey of the Land." 

• Covered Risks 5, 6, and 7 of the 2006 Loan Policy insure against notices of 
governmental enforcement, notices of legal violation and notices of eminent 
domain proceedings that are recorded in the Public Records. You should except to 
a recorded notice of governmental violation (such as zoning, subdivision, 
environmental) or notice of eminent domain proceeding filed by any person. Do 
not remove as an exception because of a release unless you receive approval from 
underwriting personnel. 

• Covered Risk 13 of the 2006 Loan Policy provides creditors' rights coverage 
because of prior fraudulent transfers and ineffective or delayed recording. The 
Policies remain subject to creditors' rights exclusions relating to the current 
transaction. Contact your underwriting personnel if you are asked to delete the 
creditors' rights exclusion or issue an ALTA 21 (Creditors' Rights) Endorsement. 

• Covered Risk 14 of the 2006 Loan Policy provides Gap Coverage. You may show 
as your Date of Policy the date of disbursement and delivery of all documents. 
You do not need to await recording information unless the closing instructions 
require that information on the Policy. 

• Covered Risk 11(b) of the 2006 Loan Policy insures against lack of priority of the 
lien of the Insured Mortgage  

"over the lien of any assessments for street improvements under construction 
or completed at Date of Policy." 

This is the same as the ALTA Endorsement 1. You should verify street 
improvements are not under construction or recently completed, by your tax 
search, survey review, or affidavit of the owner. 

• The definition of "Indebtedness" is broadened in the 2006 Loan Policy, and 
includes future advances, but does not insure validity or priority of the Insured 
Mortgage for those advances. The Insured should still secure a Future Advance 
Endorsement (such as the ALTA Endorsement 14 or 14.1).  

• There is no non-cumulative liability clause in the 2006 Loan Policy. 

• There is no pro tanto reduction clause by payment of principal in the 2006 Loan 
Policy, and therefore no need for a Last Dollar Endorsement. You may continue 
to issue the endorsement if requested. 
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Forms 

ALTA Loan Policy M-9302 
Schedule A 
Schedule B-Part I 
Schedule B-Part II 

Reference 

ALTA Short Form Residential Loan Policy  
Addendum to ALTA Short Form Residential Loan Policy 
ALTA Leasehold Loan Endorsement 13.1 (E-9346) 

Example 
A Mortgagee’s Policy is requested for $267,000. The rate is “per thousand,” so divide by 
1000 leaving us with 267.   

• First $12,000 cost $100.00 
• Next $38,000 (38 x $4.20) cost $159.60 
• Next $50,000 (50 x $3.60) cost $180.00 
• Last $167,000 (167 x $3.30) cost 551.10 
• All added together give a total premium of $990.70 
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ALTA Loan Policy M-9302 
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Schedule A 
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Schedule B–Part I 
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Schedule B–Part II 
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ALTA Short Form Residential Loan Policy 

 
The Short Form Residential Loan Policy is issued to a lender making a loan secured by a 
one-to-four family residential lot or condominium. The policy insures against the 
invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the mortgage and against loss or damage 
should the priority of the mortgage be other than as shown in the policy. The insuring 
provisions of the policy are broad. However, their coverage is limited by the Exceptions 
in Schedule B, the Exclusions from Coverage and the Conditions and Stipulations of the 
policy.  
 
In other ALTA policy forms (except the Master Residential Loan Policy) all of the policy 
provisions are contained within the policy itself.  
 
The Short Form Policy uses a different format.  
 
This Short Form Policy incorporates by reference the Exclusions and Conditions and 
Stipulations contained in a standard ALTA Loan Policy form. It contains a printed 
Schedule B which excepts to certain defects, liens and encumbrances. However, certain 
specific coverage is given with regard to these matters. Coverage may include violation 
of building restrictions, damage from the use of easements, encroachments and damage to 
the land from the exercise of mineral rights. Title risks that are unacceptable to the 
insurer are shown in an Addendum to the policy.  
 
A desirable feature of the Short Form Policy is that it may be easily reviewed by the 
lender and requires reduced file space. 
 
Rate: The same as original mortgage title insurance, plus applicable endorsement 
charges.  

Forms  
ALTA Short Form Residential Loan Policy U-9304 

Schedule A  
Addendum to Short Form Residential Loan Policy 
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ALTA Short Form Residential Loan Policy U-9304 
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Schedule B  
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Addendum to Short Form Residential Loan Policy Schedule B 
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Subordinate Mortgages 
 
When separate policies are issued simultaneously insuring multiple mortgages on the 
same property, they shall be treated as a single transaction and the rate shall be based on 
the aggregate of liability for the policies. The simultaneous issue rate applies to additional 
policies. 
 
In addition to these charges, a rate of $100 shall be made for each policy in excess of one 
(1).  
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Reissue Rate for Mortgagee's, Owner's, and Leasehold Policies 
 
The reissue rate, when applicable, is 60% of the rate for original insurance. The reissue 
rate can be applied only up to the amount of insurance of the previously issued policy. 
The excess amount of insurance, if any, must be calculated at the original insurance rate 
under the applicable brackets. Reissue rates are applicable under the following 
circumstances: 

1. An assured under an owner's or leasehold owner's policy grants a mortgage on 
the property insured and desires to furnish his mortgagee with a policy of title 
insurance. Mortgagee may obtain a mortgagee's policy from any insurer at 
reissue rates. 

2. When the insured under a mortgagee's policy issued by a title insurance company 
authorized to do business in the State of Louisiana acquires title by foreclosure or 
by voluntary conveyance in extinguishment of the debt and upon the surrender of 
the mortgagee's policy issued in connection therewith, the insured, or the 
designee for the benefit of the insured, shall be entitled to the following charge 
on an owner's policy up to an amount equal to the face amount of the previous 
mortgagee's policy: 

 
• Up to $50,000 of liability written, 60% of the original owner's rate 
• On amounts in excess of $50,000, the liability written in excess thereof 

shall be at the following rates: 
 

Age of Previous Mortgagee’s Policy Rates 
Less than 1 year 20% of original owner’s rate 
1 year to 2 years 25% of original owner’s rate 
2 years to 3 years 30% or original owner’s rate 
3 years to 4 years 35% of original owner’s rate 
Over 4 years 40% of original owner’s rate 
Minimum Rate $100 

 
The Company reserves the right to add any exceptions appropriate to an owner's 
policy. 

 
3. A purchaser or lessee of real estate from one whose title thereto, as owner, has 

been insured by any title insurance company within seven (7) years prior to the 
application for a new owner’s or leasehold policy shall be entitled to the reissue 
rate for owner’s title insurance in an amount up to the liability of such former 
policy upon furnishing to the new insurer prior to issuance a copy of such former 
policy. 

4. Substitution Loans 
a. When a borrower grants a mortgage on real property and there is an 

existing mortgage on same real property, it is considered to be a 
substitution loan or refinance loan. All of the following situations must 
exist in order for reissue rates to apply: 
i. The substitution/refinance loan must be made by the same 

borrower against the same real property as the existing loan; 
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ii. The existing loan must have been a loan insured under a policy of 
title insurance; and, 

iii. The existing loan will be extinguished by the substitution/refinance 
loan and the mortgage secured by existing loan canceled. 

b. The entity issuing the title insurance policy in connection with the 
substitution/refinance loan must: 
i. Be advised, in advance, that said loan is a substitution/refinance 

loan; 
ii. Be given the serial number of the policy and the name of the 

company which provided the title insurance policy for the existing 
mortgage; and, 

iii. Be advised of the unpaid principal balance of the existing 
mortgage. 

c. To calculate the premium for mortgagee's policy of title insurance 
issued in connection with a substitution/refinance loan: 
i. If the amount of insurance is to be equal to or less than the unpaid 

principal balance, the reissue rate of 60% of the rate for original 
insurance may be applied; 

ii. If the amount of insurance is to be greater than the unpaid principal 
balance, the reissue rate of 60% of the rate for original insurance 
applies up the amount of the unpaid principal balance only and the 
excess is to be calculated at original insurance rates within the 
appropriate brackets; and, 

iii. The minimum premium is $50. 
d. For a period of twelve (12) months from the date of any general 

disaster, loans necessitated as a consequence thereof will carry a 
special substitution loan customer charge of 50% of the scheduled 
customer rate provided that the applicant for such substitution loan 
reduction lives in the disaster area and the lender certifies to the title 
insurance agent that the refinancing of the loan is a result of damage 
which grew out of the disaster. 
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Construction Loan Policies 
 
The Company will, upon request, issue a construction loan policy, good for a period not 
to exceed two (2) years, in connection with a temporary construction loan for the 
following rate: $1.00 for each $1,000 of written liability or fraction thereof, with a 
minimum rate of $100. A construction loan policy shall be issued only in connection with 
a temporary and short-term loan for the financing of construction secured by a temporary 
mortgage or deed of trust, as distinguished from a permanent mortgage or deed of trust 
securing a permanent mortgage.  
 
If the short term construction loan is converted to a permanent mortgage, the charge shall 
be computed at the applicable rate for mortgagee's policies. 
 
Underwriting Guidelines: 
In Louisiana the rate is reduced for a Construction Loan Policy because the term is for 
only two years.  The ALTA Construction Loan Form does not mention the two year 
limitation because it is used in several states where the rate for a Construction Loan 
Policy is the same as a Mortgagee’s Policy.  Therefore, in Louisiana the following 
exception must be placed on Schedule B of both the commitment to be issued and the 
policy: 

"Notwithstanding any other provision of this policy, the company shall be liable 
only for such loss or damage insured against by this policy which is actually 
sustained by the insured and reported to the company as provided in the 
conditions and stipulations on or before two years after the recording of the 
mortgage described in Schedule A.  (Upon payment to the Company of the 
required full Loan Policy premium prior to the expiration of said policy, the term 
limitation may be deleted from this policy.)" 

Forms 
ALTA Construction Loan Policy CCL-9997 

Schedule A 
Schedule B-Part I 
Schedule B-Part II 
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ALTA Construction Loan Policy CCL-9997 
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Schedule A 
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Schedule B––Part I 
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Schedule B––Part II 
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Planned Project 
 
Whenever the developer of an apartment project, condominium project, or subdivision 
desires to purchase multiple owner's or mortgagee's policies aggregating $5,000,000 or 
more, and separate policies on various parcels, leases, units, or apartments, or mortgages 
are required to be issued to different insured’s at different times, the developer may 
purchase insurance in the amount of the estimated total of all policies to be issued. 
 
The rate applicable to individual policies shall be the rate applicable to a policy in the 
amount of the estimated total of all policies to be issued. 
 
The rates provided for planned projects shall apply only if:  

• A commitment is issued, covering all real property which shall be 
insured, in the estimated total amount of all policies to be issued, and 

• All policies are issued within the period of sixty (60) months from the 
date of the commitment. 

 
If a developer elects to use the planned project rate, no reissue or extension charges shall 
be applicable to the developer's coverage. 
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Mechanics' and Materialmen's Lien Protection 
 
Insurance against unfiled mechanics' and materialmen's liens (subject to approval by 
underwriter) may be afforded in both owners and mortgagee's policies: 
 
For no charge under the following three conditions: 
 

1. If it is established to the satisfaction of the insurer that there have been no 
improvements or betterments made within the statutory lien period preceding the 
issuance of the policy, this coverage may be afforded at no charge upon receiving 
written authorization from the Louisiana State Manager or senior underwriting 
personnel. If the underwriting guidelines for issuance of the Short Form Loan 
Policy have been met, this coverage may be afforded without written 
authorization.  This condition does not apply in situations where there are 
immediately contemplated improvements; see condition 5 below. 

2. If improvements and betterments not exceeding $500 have been made within the 
statutory lien period and such requirements and conditions as the insurer may 
impose for its protection have been met to its satisfaction. 

3. If improvements and betterments exceeding $500 have been made within the 
statutory lien period and a corporate statutory bond or corporate lien bond in the 
amount required by the Company, which in no event shall be less than 50% of the 
cost of the improvements and betterments, naming the Company as obligee, has 
been furnished to the Company. If the policy to be issued shall be for less than 
50% of the cost of the improvements and betterments, the corporate surety bond 
shall be in the face amount of the policy only. 

 
For a charge as shown below under the following conditions: 
 

4. If improvements and betterments exceeding $500 have been made within the 
statutory lien period and no bond as provided for under 3 above has been 
furnished the insurer, but such requirements and conditions as the insurer may 
impose for its protection have been met to its satisfaction and the following rates, 
in addition to the basic rate for insurance, have been paid: 
 

a. If the protection is to be given in an owner's policy (you must have 
approval from your state manager). 

 
Liability Premium 
From To (per $1,000 of Liability) 
Up to $50,000 $2.55 
$50,001 $100,000 add $2.00 
$100,001 $500,000 add $1.50 
$500,001 $1,000,000 add $1.00 
$1,000,001 $2,000,000 add $0.75 
$2,000,001 Over add $0.50 
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b. If the protection is to be furnished in a mortgagee's policy. 
 

Liability Premium 
From To (per $1,000 of liability)
Up to $50,000 $2.05 
$50,001 $100,000 add $1.50 
$100,001 $500,000 add $1.00 
$500,001 $1,000,000 add $0.75 
$1,000,001 $2,000,000 add $0.50 
$2,000,001 Over add $0.25 

  
c. If an owner's and mortgagee's policy are to be issued simultaneously and 

both are to protect against mechanics' liens, the only charge hereunder to 
be made, in addition to the usual charge for such policies, shall be that set 
forth under paragraph a) above and there will be no additional charge for 
protection in the mortgagee's policy. If an owner's and mortgagee's policy 
are to be issued simultaneously and only the mortgagee's policy is to 
protect against mechanic's liens, the charge to be made, in addition to the 
usual charge for such policies, shall be that charge set forth under 
paragraph b) above. 

d. In all cases where lien coverage is extended the agent must: 
i. collect the additional premium based on the face amount of the 

policy; and 
ii. secure signed lien affidavits. 

5. Immediately Contemplated Improvements If a mortgagee’s policy insuring a 
mortgage which takes priority over liens other than laborers’ liens is to be issued 
in advance of construction and no bond has been furnished to the insurer and such 
requirements and conditions as the insurer may impose for its protection are met 
to its satisfaction; lien protection coverage is calculated based upon 50% of the 
face amount of the policy to be issued, using the rates provided for under 
Paragraph B of Section 4 above.  

 
Rate: As shown above 
 
Note: This does not apply to expanded coverage polices as they already provide M&M 
coverage.  That is why the expanded coverage polices are for single family improved 
property only. 
  
Forms: Use your standard form, but add the following language. 
Owners Policy: The Company hereby insures the Insured against loss or damage which 
said Insured shall sustain by reason of any statutory lien for labor or material arising out 
of any work or improvement under construction or completed at the date hereof. 
Mortgagee’s Policy: The Company hereby insures the Insured against loss or damage 
which said Insured shall sustain by reason of the establishment of priority over the lien of 
the insured mortgage referred to in Schedule A upon the estate or interest referred to in 
Schedule A of any statutory lien for labor or material, now having or hereafter gaining 
priority over the lien of the insured mortgage referred to in Schedule A. 
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ALTA U.S. Government Policy 
 
The ALTA U.S. Policy is issued naming the United States of America or one of its 
Departments as the insured. The policy identifies the vested owner of the land and 
excepts to those defects, liens and encumbrances which in the judgment of the insurer 
should appear in the policy. The policy also contains a special provisions insuring against 
loss or damage if the United States acquires title by condemnation and the commitment, 
as updated to the filing of a lis pendens or declaration of taking, failed to disclose parties 
having a record interest in the land. However, the policy is not a report or abstract of title.  
 
The insuring provisions of the policy are broad. However, their coverage is limited by the 
Exceptions in Schedule B of the policy and by the Schedule of Conditions and 
Limitations contained in the policy.  
 
The policy, like all policies, obligates the insurer to provide a defense to its insured. 
However, unlike other policies, the insurer does not have the right to select the counsel to 
represent the insured; the United States must be represented by the office of the Attorney 
General. 
 
Rate: 
 
The U.S. Government policy shall be issued at the basic rate for an owner's policy. The 
U.S. policy date-down endorsement may be issued upon request for the basic rate for 
coverage on an owner's policy at the current coverage less a credit for the current cost of 
the previously existing coverage on the policy. 

Forms 

ALTA United States of America Policy of Title Insurance O-9998 
Schedule A 
Schedule B 

 
Reference 
 
ALTA US Policy- Date Down Endorsement 
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ALTA United States of America Policy of Title Insurance O-9998 
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Schedule A 
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Schedule B 
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Master Mortgages 
 
An ALTA Master Policy will be issued to each lender. In order that the Company may 
track each master policy and prevent duplication, all master policies will be issued by the 
National Legal Department (NLD) in Houston. If a lender requests the issuance of a 
master policy, contact the NLD at (800) 729-1902 to request the issuance of a policy. The 
NLD will access the master file to determine whether or not a policy has previously been 
issued. If none has been issued, then the NLD will send the master policy directly to the 
lender and copy you or, at your request, send you the original policy so that you may 
personally deliver it to your customer. The master list of master policyholders will be 
continuously updated and you are always welcome to telephone to determine if any 
lender has received a policy. 
 
The Master Residential Loan Policy is issued to a lender making a loan secured by a one-
to-four family residential lot or condominium. The policy insures against the invalidity or 
unenforceability of the lien of the mortgage and against loss or damage should the 
priority of the mortgage be other than as shown in the policy. The insuring provisions of 
the policy are broad. However, their coverage is limited by the Exceptions in Schedule B, 
the Exclusions from Coverage and the Conditions and Stipulations of the policy. 
 
In other ALTA policy forms (except the Short Form Residential Loan Policy) all of the 
provisions of the policy are contained within the policy itself. The Master Policy uses a 
different format. 
 
One Master Policy is issued to a lender customer. This Master Policy contains all of the 
Exclusions and Conditions and Stipulations contained in a standard ALTA Loan Policy 
form. It also contains a Schedule B which excepts to certain defects, liens and 
encumbrances. However, certain specific coverage is given with regard to these matters. 
Coverage may include violation of building restrictions, damage from the use of 
easements, encroachments and damage to the land from the exercise of mineral rights. 
Title risks that are unacceptable to the insurer are shown in an Addendum to the policy. 
 
Additional coverage by certain standard endorsements may be added merely by checking 
appropriate boxes on the Certificate. 
 
When a loan has been closed a lender receives a Certificate of Title relating to that 
specific loan. The Certificate supplements the Master Policy to complete insurance 
coverage as to that loan. 
 
A desirable feature of the Master Policy is that the Certificate may be easily reviewed by 
the lender and requires reduced file space. 
 

Forms 
ALTA Master Residential Policy (Note: NLD must issue this policy.) 
ALTA Residential Loan Certificate U-9819 
9819B Addendum to Residential Loan Certificate 
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Master Residential Loan Policy (text only, must be issued by NLD) 
 

ALTA Master Residential Loan Policy Schedules A and B 
 

MASTER RESIDENTIAL LOAN POLICY NO. 
 

SCHEDULE A 
 
 This Master Residential Loan Policy (Master Policy) is effective __________________, 
20_____, between the Company and the Insured. With respect to each mortgage insured 
by this Master Policy, the Date of Policy under this Master Policy shall be the Date 
shown on the Certificate issued. 
  
The coverage afforded by this Master Policy and each Certificate issued which makes 
reference to this Master Policy insures the insured in accordance with and subject to the 
terms, exclusions, conditions, and stipulations set forth in the American Land Title 
Association Loan Policy (10-17-92). 
  
 1. Amount: The amount of insurance stated in each Certificate which makes reference to 
this Master Policy as it applies to the land described in the mortgage identified in the 
Certificate. 
  
 2. Name of Insured: ______________________________________________ its 
successors and/or assigns of the insured mortgage as their interests may appear. 
  
 3. The title to the fee simple estate in the land is at the Date of each Certificate vested in 
those borrowers named in the Certificate. 
  
 4. The mortgages insured by this Master Policy are identified in the Certificates issued 
by the Company by the borrower’s name, loan number, amount of mortgage and the 
county and state where the land is located. 
  
 5. The land referred to in this Policy is the land described in the insured mortgage 
identified in the Certificates. 
  
 

SCHEDULE B 
 

EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE AND 
 

AFFIRMATIVE ASSURANCES 
 
 This Master Policy does not insure against loss or damage (and the Company will not 
pay costs, attorneys’ fees or expenses) which arise by reason of the matters set forth 
below, except to the extent that the Company does insure in accordance with and subject 
to its terms, against loss or damage which the insured shall sustain by reason of any 
inaccuracies in the affirmative assurances set forth below, except as limited in any 
addendum attached to the Certificates: 
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 1. Those taxes and special assessments which become due and payable subsequent to 
Date of Certificate. 
  
 2. Covenants, conditions and restrictions, if any, appearing in the public records. This 
Master Policy insures that the same have not been violated, except that such affirmative 
assurance does not extend to covenants, conditions and restrictions relating to 
environmental protection unless a notice of a violation thereof has been recorded or filed 
in the public records and is not referenced in an addendum attached hereto. Further, this 
Master Policy insures that any future violation of any covenants, conditions and 
restrictions appearing in the public records, including any relating to environmental 
protection, will not result in a forfeiture or reversion of title and that there are no 
provisions therein under which the lien of the insured mortgage can be extinguished, 
subordinated or impaired. 
  
 3. Any easements or servitudes appearing in the public records. This Master Policy 
insures that none of the improvements encroach upon the easements and that any use of 
the easements for the purposes granted or reserved will not interfere with or damage the 
improvements, including lawns, shrubbery and trees. 
  
 4. Any lease, grant, exception or reservation of minerals or mineral rights appearing in 
the public records. This Master Policy insures that the use of the land for residential one-
to-four family dwelling purposes is not, and will not be, affected or impaired by reason of 
any lease, grant, exception or reservation of minerals or mineral rights appearing in the 
public records and this Master Policy insures against damage to existing improvements, 
including lawns, shrubbery and trees, resulting from the future exercise of any right to 
use the surface of the land for the extraction or development of the minerals or mineral 
rights so leased, granted, excepted or reserved. Nothing herein shall insure against loss or 
damage resulting from subsidence. 
  
 5. This Master Policy insures against loss or damage by reason of any violation, 
variation, encroachment or adverse circumstance affecting the title that would have been 
disclosed by an accurate survey. The term “encroachment” includes encroachments of 
existing improvements located on the land onto adjoining land, and encroachments onto 
the land of existing improvements located on adjoining land. 
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ALTA Residential Loan Certificate U-9819 
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Schedule B 
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Foreclosure Insurance Policy 
 
The Foreclosure Insurance Policy is a policy to be issued prior to foreclosure and would 
be issued to a foreclosing lender, trustee (in deed of trust states), and/or lender’s attorney. 
The Policy is issued in anticipation of a foreclosure of a mortgage and provides the 
mortgagee with record information regarding those persons who should be joined in a 
foreclosure action or who should be notified of a foreclosure. Continuation of coverage 
could be provided by a down date endorsement.  
 
The policy insures as to various title matters according to the public records: 
 

1. the ownership of the land 
2. leases, options, or contracts to purchase 
3. notices of bankruptcy 
4. notices of default or foreclosure 
5. defects or encumbrances recorded after the foreclosing mortgage 
6. addresses and assignments of the above matters or claimants 

 
Underwriting Requirements: 

1. Show any conveyances subsequent to the mortgage and any address shown for the 
grantee in Schedule B. 

2. Show any outstanding enforceable leases, contracts, or options, and any address 
shown for the lessee, purchaser, or optionee in Schedule B. 

3. Show any outstanding liens, other than the mortgage being foreclosed, and any 
address shown for the beneficiary in Schedule B. The mortgage being foreclosed 
must be shown in paragraph 4 of Schedule A. 

4. Show any bankruptcy of the owner in Schedule B. 
5. Show any assignments and any address shown for the assignee in Schedule B. 
6. Show any notice of default or foreclosure and any address for the party in 

Schedule B. 
7. Show other matters recorded subsequent to the mortgage to be foreclosed (such as 

an easement, subordination, or a prior mortgage) and any address shown for the 
party in Schedule B. 

8. The policy insures against loss because of the failure of Schedule B to reflect any 
specific address shown in an instrument excepted in Schedule B. If you except to 
a matter in Schedule B, you must show the address, if any, of the grantee, 
beneficiary, or interested party shown on the instrument. 
 

Rate: 40% of the Basic Loan Policy rate with a minimum rate of $50.   
 
Reference: 
Date Down Endorsement to Foreclosure Insurance Policy E-9949 

Forms 
Foreclosure Insurance Policy M-9869 

Schedule A 
Schedule B 
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Foreclosure Insurance Policy M-9869 
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Schedule A 
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Schedule B 
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ALTA Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy 
and 

ALTA Short Form Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy 
 
The ALTA Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy does not insure the validity 
of the insured's mortgage and it does not insure that the Grantee (who will generally be 
the mortgagor) owns the land. It does provide defense costs as stated therein and does 
insure a later owner of the debt secured by the insured's mortgage. This form is issued 
before the Junior Mortgage is executed; it is similar to a commitment to insure. 
It insures these matters: 

 
(1) the Grantee named in the policy is named as the vestee or grantee in the last 
recorded deed purporting to convey the fee simple; 
(2) the land described in the policy is the same as the land described in the deed to 
the Grantee; 
(3) there are no outstanding recorded monetary liens (such as judgment liens, tax 
liens, deeds of trust and mortgages on the title, even if they attached before the 
Grantee's deed); and, 
(4) there are no ad valorem taxes or assessments owed to the government and 
secured by liens according to the local tax records. 
 

The Short Form is simply a one page policy which references the cover of the long form 
and incorporates the terms into the short form. 

 
Underwriting Requirements: 
 
1. "Date of Policy:" This is the date through which you examine title before issuing the 

Junior Loan Policy. This date generally precedes the date of issuance of the insured's 
mortgage. 

2. "Grantee:" This person is the owner according to the last conveyance (generally deed) 
in your local real property records. You need to search only for the last recorded 
deed. The Junior Loan Policy does not insure that the Grantee owns the land. If the 
last deed purports to convey only an undivided interest, you must show the other 
"Grantees" of the remaining undivided interest. Some insured’s may require that the 
Junior Loan Policy refer to the deed. If so you may add after the name of the 
"Grantee" words such as "pursuant to deed dated [here insert deed date] from [name of grantor] 
recorded [here insert date of recording and recording information]." You may attach the deed if 
requested; however, the Junior Policy does not require that you attach the deed or 
monetary liens. 

3. "The land referred to in this policy is described as follows:" This is the legal 
description of the land. You must verify that this description also is the same 
description appearing in the deed to the "Grantor."  

4. "Exceptions:" You must show all outstanding recorded monetary liens under the 
"Exceptions." Monetary liens include judgment liens, child support liens, federal tax 
liens, state and local tax liens, other governmental liens, mortgages, deeds to secure 
debt, deeds of trust, and notices of overdue subdivision or condominium maintenance 
assessments. Monetary liens do not include covenants, conditions and restrictions, 
condominium declarations or easements; monetary liens do include specific recorded 
notices of overdue assessments. You need only to search for outstanding recorded 
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monetary liens (1) on the property recorded on or after the date of the execution of the 
last deed involving a sale (generally this is the deed to the Grantor), and (2) against 
the Grantor according to your general name search (for judgments, tax liens, etc). If 
you do not have enough room on the form, you may refer to and attach an Addendum 
or Exhibit. You may attach copies of the recorded Monetary Liens if your insured 
requests, but this Policy does not require that copies be attached. As a courtesy to the 
insured, you should show as an Exception or in a separate letter to the insured a lis 
pendens or notice of bankruptcy recorded after the deed to the Grantee; however, the 
Policy does not insure as to these matters. 

5. Tax Information: You must secure a tax and assessment search. You must show all 
taxes and governmental assessments that are a lien on the title according to the 
search. If the current year's taxes are not known but are a lien, you may except to 
"Taxes for the year ____, not yet due and payable," in order to accommodate the 
insured. You may show additional tax information if requested by your insured, such 
as Tax Parcel Number, Assessed Value of Land/Improvements, Exemptions 
(including Type and Amount), and Amount of Taxes for prior years. If you do not 
have enough room on the form, you may refer to and attach an Addendum or Exhibit. 

 
Rate: 
 
Shall be $2 per $1,000, with a minimum rate of $75. 

Forms 

ALTA Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy M-9873 
Schedules A and B 

ALTA Short Form Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy M-9876 
Addendum 

Reference 

ALTA Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy Supplemental Coverage 
Endorsement Form JR1 E-9877 
ALTA Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy Revolving Credit/Variable Rate 
Endorsement Form JR2 E-9878 
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ALTA Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy M-9873 
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Schedules A and B 
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ALTA Short Form Residential Limited Coverage Junior Loan Policy M-9876 
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Addendum 
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ALTA Homeowner’s Policy of Title Insurance 
 

The ALTA Homeowner’s Policy of Title Insurance provides more coverage to owners 
than the HOT Owner’s Policy or other ALTA Owner’s Policies. The ALTA 
Homeowner’s Policy contains 28 insuring clauses (“Covered Risks”) and an additional 
optional clause 29 providing some insurance as to an attached map (to be used in some 
western states based on custom). 

Stewart Title Guaranty recommends that you make this your default owner’s title policy. 

ADDITIONAL COVERED RISKS (INSURING CLAUSES) AND COVERAGES 
IN THE POLICY: 

1. Future Forgery and Future Ownership Claims: post policy forgery, impersonation, and 
adverse ownership coverage will protect the insured against loss if someone else claims 
to own the title (Covered Risk 7). 

2. Actual pedestrian and vehicular access based on a legal right (Covered Risk 11). 

3. Forced correction or removal of an existing violation of covenants, conditions or 
restrictions (Covered Risk 12). 

4. Loss of title because of a violation, before the insured acquired title, of covenants, 
conditions or restrictions (Covered Risk 13). 

5. Existing violations of subdivision laws or regulations, resulting in inability to obtain a 
building permit, requiring correction or removal of the violation, or refusal to perform a 
contract to buy, lease or make a mortgage loan (Covered Risk 14). This Covered Risk is 
subject to a Deductible Amount and Maximum Dollar Limit of Liability (shown in 
Schedule A). 

6. Forced removal or remedy of an existing structure (other than a boundary wall or 
fence) because any part of the structure was built without obtaining a proper building 
permit. (Covered Risk 15). This Covered Risk is subject to a Deductible Amount and 
Maximum Dollar Limit of Liability. 

7. Forced removal or remedy of existing structures (other than a boundary wall or fence) 
because they violate an existing zoning law or zoning regulation (Covered Risk 16). 
Forced remedy (but not forced removal) is subject to a Deductible Amount and 
Maximum Dollar Limit of Liability. 

8. Encroachments of: (a) existing structures onto a neighbor’s land (Covered Risk 18); (b) 
neighbor’s existing structures onto the Land (Covered Risk 19); (c) existing structures 
onto an easement or over a building set-back line (Covered Risk 20); or, (d) neighbor’s 
structures (other than boundary walls or fences) onto the Land after Policy Date (Covered 
Risk 25). 
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9. Damage to existing structures because of use or maintenance of any easement 
(Covered Risk 21). 

10. Damage to existing or future improvements because of the future use of the surface of 
the land to extract or develop minerals, water, or other substances (Covered Risk 22). 

11. Supplemental taxes for a period before Policy Date because of construction or change 
of ownership or use that occurred before Policy Date (Covered Risk 24).  

12. The residence with the address shown in Schedule A is not located on the land at 
Policy Date (Covered Risk 28). 

13. [Optional Clause only in some western states] The map attached to the Policy does 
not show the correct location of the land according to the Public Records (Covered Risk 
29). 

14. Gap Coverage as to matters recorded before the insured’s Deed (Condition 1.f.). 

15. Continuation of Coverage for (a) a spouse of the insured receives title because of 
dissolution of marriage; (b) the Trustee to whom the insured conveys; or, (c) the 
beneficiaries of the insured’s trust upon death of the insured (Condition 2.b.). 

16. Stated substitute residence rental expenses and expenses of relocation, if the insured 
cannot use the Land (Condition 6.b.(2)). 

17. Automatic Increased Coverage of up to 150% of Policy Amount over 5 years 
(Condition 9). 

Guidelines 

1. Issue only on single family residence or residential condominium. 
2. Issue only if improved. Verify by review of tax/assessment search. If search does 

not reflect improvements, inspect the property. 
3. Issue only on bona fide sale, not existing ownership by insured. 
4. The subdivision should be a platted subdivision, that (a) is established or (b) is 

being developed by a known reputable developer or builder. 
5. Issue only on (a) a platted lot or (b) condominium unit. Do not issue on metes and 

bounds or other property without underwriter approval. 
6. If builder sale or new construction, verify either that (a) builder is known in 

community as residential builder or contractor, or (b) certificate of occupancy or 
local equivalent has been issued, or (c) utilities are now available to the land. 

7. Verify by tax/assessment search that single family residence with address to be 
shown in Schedule A. If tax/assessment search does not reflect residence, inspect 
or otherwise verify. Compare address in tax/assessment search to address shown 
in contract, if available. Do not show zip code on Schedule A. 

8. Verify with homeowners association that assessments paid current, that there are 
no known restriction violations (if the association has this information), and that 
any right of first refusal will not be exercised in current transaction (if there is a 
right of first refusal). 
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9. Verify no pending or current construction ongoing. 
10. Verify that all bills paid on any prior construction within lien period. 
11. If map of land attached (not required on policy and not relevant unless Covered 

Risk 29 on Policy), verify that description is same as Schedule A description. 
12. Require seller to execute Homeowner’s Policy affidavit and your customary 

affidavit of debts and liens. 
13. Verify by review of restrictions/covenants that the land may be used as a 

residence. 
14. Except as provided above, no survey or inspection is required. 
15. Policy may be dated and issued on date of settlement if your requirements have 

been met, funds disbursed, and you are in position to promptly record. You may 
show date of settlement as date of policy and you do not need to show recording 
information in Schedule A. 

16. Use our Schedule A with its preprinted Deductibles and Caps, or add those 
numbers to the Schedule A if you print your own Schedule A. 

17. Do your normal search. 
18. Issue to natural persons only. 

Rates: Premium for this policy is 110% of the ALTA Owners Policy plus any additional 
charges, if any as currently approved, for endorsements issued separately or included in 
the coverage. 

Forms 

ALTA Homeowner’s Policy of Title Insurance O-9682 
Affidavit 

Schedule A 
Schedule B 

Reference 

ALTA Owner’s Policy 

Example 
An Owner’s Policy is requested for $267,000. The rate is “per thousand,” so divide by 
1000 leaving us with 267.   

• First $12,000 cost $100.00 
• Next $38,000 (38 x $5.40) cost $205.20 
• Next $50,000 (50 x $4.80) cost $240.00 
• Last $167,000 (167 x $4.50) cost $751.50 
• All added together give a total premium of $1,296.70 
• Then multiply by 110% for expanded x110% for $1,426.37, plus, all 

applicable endorsements. 
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ALTA Homeowner’s Policy of Title Insurance O-9682 
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Schedule A 
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Schedule B 
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Affidavit 
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STG Short Form Commercial Loan Policy (U-9821)  

 
The Short Form Commercial Loan policy allows lenders making loans secured by 
commercial real estate faster access to obtaining their policy as well as experiencing 
significant savings in time and money by using this form of policy.  The policy is similar 
to the ALTA Short Form Residential Loan Policy. 
This policy is designed to provide improved efficiency for commercial loans in that: 

1. It expedites production of the policy by issuance with standardized exceptions. 
2. It expedites review of the policy by the lender because exceptions are 

standardized, and do not need to be reviewed each time a policy is issued. 
3. It reduces the need for preparation and review of endorsements by providing 

boxes that can be checked to select endorsement coverage for each policy. 
4. It standardizes coverage’s for commercial loans by having a menu of potential 

endorsements that are available to the lender. 
5. Because it is mostly preprinted, the opportunity for mistakes or errors is greatly 

reduced. 
 
Rate: Standard Mortgage Policy Rate plus any endorsement rates selected in Schedule A. 

Forms  
STG Short Form Commercial Loan Policy (U-9821) 
Addendum to Short Form Commercial Loan Policy 
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STG Short Form Commercial Loan Policy (U-9821) 
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Schedule B 
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Addendum 
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ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy 

 
The ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy has been designed to afford 
lenders who make loans on on-to-four family residential property many of the same 
expanded coverage’s provided to consumers by the ALTA Homeowners Policy of Title 
Insurance as well as a number of additional coverage’s unique to lenders. 

1. As a benefit to the consumer, this policy automatically offers coverage routinely 
required by originating lenders and their secondary market investors, including 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, through endorsements.  For example, the 
endorsements made available include ALTA Form 4 (Condominium), 5 (Planned 
Unit Development), 6 (Variable Rate Mortgage) 6.2 (Variable Rate Mortgage – 
Negative Amortization) 8.1 (Environmental Protection Lien), and 9 (Restrictions, 
Encroachments, Minerals). 

2. 25% increase in the usual amount of insurance (to 125% of the Amount of 
Insurance stated in Schedule A) 

3. Revolving credit and mortgage modification coverage (as to future advances 
made pursuant to the terms of the lender’s mortgage or advances and interest rate 
changes made as a result of post-policy modifications to the mortgage).  

4. Protection against certain “post-policy” risks including:  
a. Forgery (of any instrument purporting to affect the lender’s mortgage or 

the underlying title); 
b. Encroachments (from an adjoining property onto the subject land or from 

the subject land onto adjoining property or over an easement or setback 
line); 

c. Mechanics’ and materialmen’s liens (those resulting from work contracted 
for in the future but involving a claim of priority over the lender’s 
mortgage).  

5. Enhanced access coverage (affords actual pedestrian and vehicular access 
coverage based on a legal right). 

6. Broad survey coverage (covers loss resulting from “any violation, variation or 
adverse circumstance affecting title that would have been disclosed by an accurate 
survey”, a clause taken from the ALTA Short Form Residential Loan Policy). 

7. Coverage against violation of the following laws and government regulations: 
Zoning 
Subdivision 
Building permits 
Usury 

8. Additional coverage previously available only by endorsement for: 
a. Street address inconsistencies; 
b. Failure of the land to be improved with a one-to-four family residential 

structure or condominium unit; 
c. Damage to improvements and landscaping (including improvements and 

landscaping contracted post-policy) resulting from the use by others of the 
surface of the land to extract minerals, water or other substances or the 
exercise by others of the right to use or maintain any easement; 

d. Interference with the use for residential purposes of the improvements 
(including those constructed post-policy) resulting from the exercise by 
others of the right to use or maintain any easement 
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Underwriting Guidelines 
1. Issue only on one-to-four family residence or residential condominium; 
2. Issue only if improved property. Verify by review of tax/assessment search; 
3. Add address for land in Schedule A;  
4. Issue on first liens only; 
5. Issue only if lender is institutional lender commonly making residential loans (do 

not issue if lender is an individual); 
6. Do not issue if loan is for construction or repair of improvements (Must verify 

that all bills paid on any prior construction within lien period); 
7. Issue only on (i) platted lot or metes and bounds tract not exceeding 25 acres; or 

(ii) condominium unit.  
8. Verify by tax/assessment search that separately assessed; 
9. Verify with homeowner's association that assessments paid current and that any 

right of first refusal will not be exercised in the current transaction (if there is a 
right of first refusal); 

10. If a map of the land is attached (not required on policy), verify that description 
same as Schedule A description; 

11. Sellers must execute the ALTA Homeowner's Policy of Title Insurance/Expanded 
Coverage Loan Policy Affidavit (page 112). If no sale, require borrowers to 
execute ALTA Homeowner's Policy of Title Insurance/Expanded Coverage Loan 
Policy Affidavit. 

12. No inspection or survey is required; 
13. Verify homeowner's assessment liens subordinated to insured mortgage (e.g. as 

purchase money or first lien). If condominium or uniform act subordinates lien to 
some assessments, a specific exception in Schedule B is required. If the 
assessment lien of a covenant is not subordinate, specifically state in Schedule B. 

14. Separately and specifically except to easements, assessment liens and options or 
first refusals set forth in covenants; 

15. Absent the lender's instructions to the contrary, the policy may be dated and 
issued on date of settlement/closing if your requirements have been met, the funds 
have been disbursed and you are in a position to record. Show the settlement date 
as the Date of Policy - you do not need to show recording information. 

 
Rate: 110% of the Basic Loan Policy, plus any additional charges for endorsements, 
issued separately or included in the ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy. 

Example 
An ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy is requested for $267,000.  Rate 
is “per thousand” so divide by 1000 leaving us with 267.   

• First $12,000 cost $100.00 
• Next $38,000 (38 x $4.20) cost $159.60 
• Next $50,000 (50 x $3.60) cost $180.00 
• Last $167,000 (167 x $3.30) cost $551.10 
• All added together give a total premium of $990.70 
• then multiply by 110% for expanded for $1089.77 

There are also preprinted endorsements mentioned in the jacket of this policy.  They are 
the: 
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• ALTA Form 4 (Condominium) 
• ALTA Form 5 (Planned Unit Development) 
• ALTA Form 6 (Variable Rate Mortgage) 
• ALTA Form 6.2 (Variable Rate Mortgage – Negative Amortization) 
• ALTA Form 8.1 (Environmental Protection Lien), and 
• ALTA Form 9 (Restrictions, Encroachments, Minerals). 

You are to charge additionally for all applicable endorsements to this transaction.  You 
should indicate which endorsements are requested by placing an “X” in the appropriate 
box on Schedule A.  For our example, let’s assume the ALTA 8.1 ($50.00) and ALTA 9 
(10% of original rate, $99.07, but a minimum of $150) apply.  We charge an additional 
$200.00 for a total premium of $1289.77. 

Forms  
ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy (M-9811) 

Schedule A 
Schedule B 
Affidavit 
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ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy (M-9811) 
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Schedule A 

SCHEDULE A 
 

File No. 
 
Policy No. 
 
Amount of Insurance: $ 
     
Date of Policy:                        or the date of recording of the Insured Mortgage, whichever is later. 
 
Street Address of the Land: 
 
1. Name of Insured: 
 
 
2. The estate or interest in the Land which is encumbered by the Insured Mortgage is: 
 
 
3. Title to the estate or interest in the land is vested in: 
 
 
4. The Insured Mortgage and assignments thereof, if any, are described as follows: 
 
 
5. The Land referred to in this Policy is described as follows: 
 
 
Subject to payment of the applicable endorsement premium, the ALTA endorsements selected 
below are incorporated herein: 
 

  ENDORSEMENT 4 (Condominium) or 
 
  ENDORSEMENT 4.1 (Condominium) or 
 
  ENDORSEMENT 5 (Planned Unit Development) or 
 
  ENDORSEMENT 5.1 (Planned Unit Development) 
 
  ENDORSEMENT 6 (Variable Rate Mortgage) 
 
  ENDORSEMENT 6.2 (Variable Rate Mortgage -Negative Amortization) 
 
  ENDORSEMENT 7 (Manufactured Housing Unit) 
 
  ENDORSEMENT 8.1 (Environmental Protection Lien) referring to the following state 
statute(s): LSA-R.S.30:2281 
 
  ENDORSEMENT 9 (Restrictions, Encroachments, Minerals) 
 

ECRLP (11/2005) 
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Schedule B 

SCHEDULE B - PART I 
 

File No.  Policy No. 
 
 
 

EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE 
 

This policy does not insure against loss or damage (and the Company will not pay costs, 
attorneys' fees or expenses) which arise by reason of: 
 

1. All assessments and taxes for the year ________, and all subsequent years, which are 
not yet due and payable. 

 
 
 
 
 
This policy does not include those endorsements listed under Covered Risks, unless the 
endorsement is checked off on Schedule A. 
 
 

SCHEDULE B- PART II 
 

In addition of the matters set forth in Part I of the Schedule, the title to the estate or interest in the 
land described or referred to in Schedule (A) is subject to the following matters, if any be shown, 
but the Company insures that these matters are subordinate to the lien or charge of the insured 
mortgage upon the estate or interest: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ECRLP (11/2005) 
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Affidavit 
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ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy—Short Form  

 
This policy is the Short Form version of the ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan 
Policy. It incorporates the insuring provisions, exclusions and conditions of that ALTA 
policy.  This policy does not expressly incorporate optional endorsements, since those 
endorsements are automatically incorporated in the ALTA Expanded Coverage 
Residential Loan Policy, and are therefore automatically incorporated in the ALTA Short 
Form Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy.  Similarly, this policy does not 
contain affirmative insurance for the exceptions in Schedule B because the affirmative 
insurance already appears in the ALTA Expanded Coverage Loan Policy Covered Risks 
(insuring provisions) or in the incorporated endorsements.   This policy also provides gap 
coverage because the Date of Policy is “___ or the date of recording of the insured 
mortgage, whichever is later.” 

Underwriting Guidelines 
The underwriting requirements are as follows: 

1. Issue the ALTA Short Form Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy only if 
you comply with our requirements for issuance of the ALTA Expanded Coverage 
Residential Loan Policy 

2. You do not need to add an Addendum unless you have special exceptions, other 
than restrictions, easements, and minerals based upon an examination of title. You 
may insure a subordinate lien if you show the superior lien in the Addendum. 

3. Schedule A should show the Street Address of the land.  You may use the address 
shown on the mortgage or other reasonable evidence, such as tax information. 

4. Schedule A should show the Loan Number. 
5. You may add "successors and assigns" language if requested by the lender. 
6. Add the date of settlement as the Date of Policy. 
7. You need to mark the Addendum box in Schedule A only if you will add an 

Addendum. 
 
Rate: 110% of the Basic Loan Policy, plus any additional charges for endorsements, 
issued separately or included in the ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy 
coverage’s. 

Example 
An ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy is requested for $267,000.  Rate 
is “per thousand” so divide by 1000 leaving us with 267.   

• First $12,000 cost $100.00 
• Next $38,000 (38 x $4.20) cost $159.60 
• Next $50,000 (50 x $3.60) cost $180.00 
• Last $167,000 (167 x $3.30) cost $551.10 
• All added together give a total premium of $990.70 
• then multiply by 110% for expanded for $1089.77 

There are also preprinted endorsements mentioned in the jacket of this policy.  They are 
the: 

• ALTA Form 4 (Condominium) 
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• ALTA Form 5 (Planned Unit Development) 
• ALTA Form 6 (Variable Rate Mortgage) 
• ALTA Form 6.2 (Variable Rate Mortgage – Negative Amortization) 
• ALTA Form 8.1 (Environmental Protection Lien), and 
• ALTA Form 9 (Restrictions, Encroachments, Minerals). 

You are to charge additionally for all applicable endorsements to this transaction.  You 
should indicate which endorsements are requested by placing an “X” in the appropriate 
box on Schedule A.  For our example, let’s assume the ALTA 8.1 ($50.00) and ALTA 9 
(10% of original rate, $99.07, but a minimum of $150) apply.  We charge an additional 
$200.00 for a total premium of $1289.77. 

Forms  
ALTA Short Form Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy (U-9812) 
ALTA Short Form Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy (U-9889 Laser) 

Addendum to ALTA Short Form Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy 
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ALTA Short Form Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy (U-9812) 
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Schedule B 
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ALTA Expanded Coverage Residential Loan Policy—Short Form (U-9889 Laser)  

 
ALTA SHORT FORM EXPANDED RESIDENTIAL LOAN POLICY (2001) 

ONE-TO-FOUR FAMILY 

Issued by 
Stewart Title 

Guaranty Company 
 

SCHEDULE A 
 
Amount of Insurance:           Premium:        
Mortgage Amount:            Policy Number:        
File Number:              Date of Policy:        
Loan Number:              or the date of recording of the insured mortgage, 
whichever is later) 
Mortgage Date:        
 
Name of Insured: 
 

      
 

Name of Borrower(s):        
 
Property Address:        
 
Parish and State:        
 
 The estate or interest in the land identified in the Schedule A and which is 
encumbered by the insured mortgage is fee simple and is at Date of Policy vested in 
the borrower(s) shown in the insured mortgage and named above. 
 
 The land referred to in this policy is described as set forth in the insured 
mortgage. 
 
 This policy consists of one page, including the reverse side hereof, unless an 
addendum is attached and indicated below: 

 
 Addendum attached        No addendum attached 

 
 The following state statutes are made part of Schedule B, relating to the ALTA 
8.1 Environmental Protection Lien Endorsement:  
 
  La Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13:2575 (applicable only to municipalities of 475,000 or more) and § 30:2281. 
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Addendum 


